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Never, ever trust wikimedia/wikipedia aka wikipedoia. They claim they
have strong privacy but majority strongly disagrees, as proven: 

twitter.com/Wikimedia/st… but that was never true. It is NOT TRUE!!!
Wikipedia is known by its wikignorance. WIKIMEDIA IS AN OCCULT.
When they dont like you, they block you and never talk to you even
when your life is in danger. SPONSORS, encyclopediadramatica.wi…
PLEASE DO NOT SPONSOR WIKIMEDIA/WIKIPEDIA. YOU ARE WASTING
YOUR MONEY!!!
WMF IS AN OCCULT. Bunch of fanatics are in charge. The founder,
jimbo, started wmf with bloody porn money. His biz was bomis,
therefore his moniker is jim-bo!!! Liberal encyclopedia built on
sin/blood money.
Wikimedia has huge porn problems, especially with pedophilia, adults
having sex with children and animals is just fine with wmf and its
leaders, jimbo, maher, merkley, sefidari as proven:
wnd.com/2012/12/heres-yo…
childlaw.us/investigatio…
jimbo wales is womanazier and the pervert of the century:
stuff.co.nz/technology/d…

As you can see, never sponsor, contribute, use wikimedia in any way,
shape or form, it is satanic occult of ignorance and all articles are
wrong like rocky marciano had 11-3 amateur record, reverted to "good
version" by super vandal antandrus with help of super senior vandals
naleksuh, vermont, bsadowski1, djsasso, operator873 and other simple
wikipedoia morons. Also by el C, ponyo, majora, tegel. ~riley,
masumrezarock100, acroterion, the list has no end, same goes for
wmf's "trusted users:"  en.wikipedia.org/w/index…
simple.wikipedia.org/w/i…
AS PROVEN BY OTHER FINE CONTRIBUTORS:
wikipediasucks.co/forum/…
wikipediasucks.co/forum/…

A WHOLE LIBRARY OF WIKIGNORANCE, WIKIHYPOCRISY CAN BE
WRITTEN ON WIKICRAPIA, ABOVE IS JUST A DROP IN AN OCEAN!!!
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